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Abstract
A new approach to  determination  of  partial  rate  constants  for  reactions  of  conformers  is
developed on the basis of constituents of the Gibbs energy of activation for reactions of a series
of  conformationally  heterogeneous  substrates.  Unlike  classical  Winston-Holness  (Eliel)
procedure,  the  proposed  model  allows  solving  of  formal  kinetics  tasks  under  coditions  of
thermodynamic control and in the absence of diastereoisomeric products. The p values and
partial rate constants were determined for the chair and twist conformers of a series of 2-
substituted 1,3-dioxacyclohept-5-enes in the model Diels-Alder reaction with dimethyl 1,2,4,5-
tetrazine-3,6-dicarboxylate in two solvents. In dioxane the chair conformer reacts 3.4 times, and
in acetone, 1.4 times faster than does the twist conformer. The different reactivities of the
conformers  are  due to  effects  of  the medium in  combination with  stereoelectronic  orbital
interactions in the transition state.
